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Incinerated and burnt koalas. 

Blacks Waterhole Track. 

Mount Richmond National Park, May 28 2022 

 

16/6/22 

Anthony Amis 

Friends of the Earth Melbourne 

PO Box 222 

Fitzroy,  

Vic 3065 

ajamis50@gmail.com 

 

The Office of the Conservation Regulator (OCR) 

DELWP Customer: Case number CCC-690503-C8M6B9 DCCD:0356000000367 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I want to report the following incident. It is very difficult to navigate the bureaucracy in relation to 

who to contact in regards to the process of putting in a complaint concerning wildlife issues caused 

by DELWP/Forest Fire Management Victoria burn offs in National Parks. I had to go through the 

DELWP switchboard for a contact for the Office of Conservation Regulator, as email addresses for 

the OCR are confidential. The switchboard gave me this Case Number: DELWP Customer: Case 

number CCC-690503-C8M6B9 DCCD:0356000000367 and asked me to send the complaint to them 

and they would then forward to the OCR. 

I presume the Office of Conservation Regulator is responsible for following up this incident as the 

incident occurred in a National Park and involved both the Fire Prevention and the Wildlife Acts.  

The Incident 

On the 28th of May 2022, I visited Mount Richmond National Park after a phone call from a member 

of the public. Allegations were made that burnt koalas had been discovered in an area that had 

recently been burnt by Forest Fire Management Victoria (FFMV)/DELWP. 

The area of concern was along Blacks Waterhole Track in the northern section of the Park. The 

Google Maps location for the track is: -38.2486271,141.3854811 

I observed burning across ~5ha of forest near Blacks Waterhole Track. I later estimated that the 

koala population near the track that I walked along would be ~1/ha. There had been other burning 

nearby as well but that was not investigated. 
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I believe that FFMV/DELWP had planned to burn in an area of 317ha in Mount Richmond National 

Park, with additional 300ha to be burnt in the near future in the Park.  

After walking a short distance along Blacks Waterhole Creek I observed a koala in a Manna Gum 

(GPS ]GDA94 data]: 540534139, 5766525). There were also signs that some of the vegetation along 

the track had failed to properly ignite and some had. (image below).  
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At the end of the Blacks Waterhole Track (south east side) a section was heavily burnt. Here I 

observed a dead/burnt koala (GPS: 540534270, 5766459) and large amounts of koala scats. It was 

obvious that the area was heavily utilised by koalas. It is also evident that the vegetation that was 

set alight at this location was large and hot enough to kill a koala which was probably in a tree above 

the flames. 

 

The dead animal was observed ~10-15 metres from the track. A short walk off the track would have 

indicated the presence of koalas, and trained staff would have been able to determine koalas by 

looking at the ground, due to the extremely high number of koala scats at this location.  A number of 

fresh scats can be seen around the body of the animal in the photo. Knowledge of tree types would 

have also indicated Manna Gum, which is a preferred koala feed tree in South West Victoria. Surely 

anyone exercising caution would have picked up on this and would have carried out closer 

inspection of the site to be burned. If this simple process was not followed, why not?   
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View looking north toward Blacks Waterhole. A tree branch was located immediately above this 

dead animal. Was the animal killed outright by flames which could have been several metres high at 

this location. It appears that Coastal Wattle was ignited at this site, which burnt very intensely. The 

area burnt intensely at this site was probably 0.5koalas/ha. 
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A photo showing the enormous amount of koala scats found very near to the location of where the 

dead animal was found. The trees at this location were obviously home trees and perhaps inhabited 

by more than one animal. It is unusual to find this amount of scats, anywhere. A short 5 metre walk 

off the track would have indicated the presence of koalas at this location. This walk apparently did 

not happen by FFMV/DELWP. Or did it? Were the koalas deliberately targeted as a means of 

reducing koala populations?  
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On the north west side of the track another koala was observed about 35 metres from the dead 

koala. The second koala appeared to be burnt (see below). 2 koalas within 0.3ha would indicate an 

unusually high koala rate of ~7koala/ha at the end of Blacks Waterhole Track. 

 

This koala and another one was apparently rescued from the site. It is unclear whether this animal 

was burnt at the same location as the dead koala 35 metres away. Apparently, the animal in the 

above photo, had burnt paws indicating that it had to contend with high soil temperatures as it was 

forced to move from the area that had been burnt. Such burns to koala paws can easily become 

infected leading to a painful and slow death. 
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Another dead koala was observed about 20 metres from the track and about 200m west of where 

the first dead animal was observed. The second dead koala’s GPS coordinates were (540534070, 

5766501). It would appear at this site, the fire covered a larger area than the area burnt at the end 

of the track, with <1ha burnt. It is possible that this site also contained weedy species which burnt 

hard and fast allowing the animal no opportunity of escaping the conflagration. Canopy scorch was 

observed at this location indicating the possible height of the flames. 
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The dead koala at the second location would have been more difficult to spot than the first animal, 

as it was further from the track (second site is above photo). However, fire staff should have walked 

into the site prior to burning and at least checked at the base of the trees in the area to be burnt and 

checked for koala scats. At this location such a search would have only have had to take a couple of 

minutes, perhaps a minute per tree.  

Friends of the Earth has also heard of two burnt koalas at a recent back burn at Drik Drik State Forest 

(~25km north west of the Mount Richmond site), but have limited information about the location of 

where these animals were rescued. Mount Eccles has also been reported as having koalas burnt in 

recent back burns. 

If a member of the public was responsible for burning a koala, they would be charged under the 

Wildlife Act or Animal Cruelty Act. Will the same occur for the fire crew involved in this incident? 

The Mount Richmond incident has also generated some media interest after the visit to the site by 

Friends of the Earth: 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-06-01/koalas-burnt-alive-in-national-park-during-planned-

burn/101115878 

https://au.news.yahoo.com/outrage-after-koalas-found-incinerated-after-government-burn-

231735101.html 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10869943/Outrage-four-koalas-incinerated-controlled-

burn.html 

 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-06-01/koalas-burnt-alive-in-national-park-during-planned-burn/101115878
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-06-01/koalas-burnt-alive-in-national-park-during-planned-burn/101115878
https://au.news.yahoo.com/outrage-after-koalas-found-incinerated-after-government-burn-231735101.html
https://au.news.yahoo.com/outrage-after-koalas-found-incinerated-after-government-burn-231735101.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10869943/Outrage-four-koalas-incinerated-controlled-burn.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10869943/Outrage-four-koalas-incinerated-controlled-burn.html
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Ways forward 

The Mount Richmond issue shows that there have been a number of glaring problems in the ways 

that FFMV/DELWP have undertaken this burn. This incident was particularly concerning in that it 

occurred in a National Park. If koalas aren’t safe in National Parks, where are they safe? 

FoE have suggested the following points that need to be resolved before future burn offs are 

undertaken. We would like your comments regarding these points. 

• All burns should be suspended until specific details of the koala incident are resolved. 

• First and foremost, prior to burning, the forest needed to be assessed for koalas and other 

wildlife before any burning took place. Perhaps a thermal imaging drone could have been 

used to fly over the area prior to the burn taking place. Drones have been used by plantation 

companies in the region for some time to assess koala numbers prior to logging. Why not for 

burn offs as well? 

• What assessment is FFMV/DELWP doing for threatened species eg those listed under the 

FFG or EPBC Act before burn offs take place? 

• All manna gums and koala trees within the burn zone should be surveyed for koala scats 

near the base of trees. Such surveys only require a minute per tree. If the scats are fresh 

then that area should be avoided for burning and alternative weed control undertaken.  

• More intensive koala surveys could also be utilised. For instance, Biolink in NSW use a 

method called RGbSAT which can identify koala habitat over the short and long term. This 

allows researchers to determine population changes over time. This method has also been 

used by Friends of the Earth in the Strzelecki’s since 2014.  

• Targeting of Manna Gums during burn offs is a strategy that is bound to impact on koalas. 

Why wasn’t this knowledge known by the FFMV/DELWP? 

• FFMV/DELWP should not rely entirely on the Victorian Biodiversity Atlas (VBA) to determine 

presence of species prior to a burn. It should be noted that koala location information listed 

under the VBA can be extremely dated. Eg in the Strzelecki Ranges there is a paucity of data 

and in some areas updated koala information has not been added to the site for decades. I 

presume this would also be the situation at Mount Richmond. New surveys should be 

carried out and the new information added to the VBA prior to any burns taking place, with 

burns avoiding koala habitat entirely). 

• Visual scans for koalas in trees should also occur, after the scat assessment.  

• High density koala sites could be earmarked as non-burn sites and other methods of weed 

control should be used. High density koala sites could also mean capture of animals prior to 

burning and releasing them after the burn. The capture of the animals should be done using 

corflute method so as not to stress the animals. Animals should be under the care of wildlife 

carers who can release the animals back into the forest, once the fire threat has abated. 

• Koalas and other animals should only be released once the soil has had enough time to cool 

off and there is enough unburned habitat to sustain the released animals. Two of the four 

animals burnt at Mount Richmond appeared to have burnt paws, possibly from walking on 

hot ground. 

• Any burning of Manna Gum and known preferred koala trees should be avoided.  

• Mapping should be up to date and printed so that all field officers have copies.  

• Flammability of weeds needs to be assessed. If there are a high number of weed species 

such as Coastal Wattle and Pittosporum in close proximity to koala habitat, other weed 
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control methods should be employed. (The high flammability of species targeted for burning 

at Mount Richmond probably led to a fast intense burn with a wall of flame that made it 

impossible for koalas to escape). 

• FFMV/DELWP should also consult with the local community prior to earmarking areas to be 

burnt. Locals often have a detailed knowledge of their environment and could provide 

valuable information that could assist FFMV/DELWP. This could also lead to an increase of 

trust. 

• FFMV/DELWP should also have wildlife carers in their team or at least have contact 

information for the carers. 

• Planned burns and reviews require involve full public consultations before being 

undertaken. Such consultations could have meant that this problem would not have 

occurred. 

• FFMV/DELWP need to publicly provide full justification for supporting evidence for burn offs 

in areas of high conservation significance.  

• FFMV/DELWP must check sites for any injured animals after burn offs and have an animal 

rescue plan in place. Anecdotal information suggests that shooters are employed to shoot 

injured animals post burning. Friends of the Earth has heard of this occurring at Mount 

Eccles in recent times. 

I look forward to your prompt response to this incident. 

Yours sincerely 

Anthony Amis – Friends of the Earth Melbourne 16/6/22. 

 


